
DISCOVER OUR 
NEW PRODUCTS

INTRODUCING LOREIOBRICK™

For those looking to make a modern statement with a nod to traditional texture, LoreioBrick translates 
the simplicity and elegance of historic Roman architecture for contemporary spaces. This long-format 
brick profi le exhibits stunning visual character through its unique linear and slender cuts, which 
course along the wall to highlight the architectural balance of any space. Although distinctly modern 
in application, this profi le also remains faithful to and reminiscent of some of Europe’s most enduring 
architectural wonders. 

HOLLIN™ LILIA™ FAROLA™ TALAVERA™

At just half the height of traditional brick, LoreioBrick provides 
designers, builders, and architects with a delicate aesthetic 
to anchor a modern façade and form the visual foundation 
of homes and buildings with impressive dimensions. From a 
color perspective, this profi le embraces the versatility of neutral 
gradients and is available in four evocative colorways. 

LoreioBrick represents the next evolution in Euro-inspired 
contemporary style with classic sensibility, offering the fl exibility 
to maximize everything an environment has to offer.

Eldorado Stone is excited to share the newest additions to 
our premium manufactured stone veneer product line.
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DIMENSIONS: 1.62”H x 20.25”L

AVAILABLE IN FOUR COLORWAYS

This profi le can be installed using a 
drystack technique or a grouted fi nish.

Similar to natural stone, variations in color and texture are celebrated characteristics of the product.



DISCOVER OUR 
NEW PRODUCTS

INTRODUCING RIVENWOOD™

Designed to expand upon the artistry and versatility of reclaimed barnwood applications in the modern 
era, Rivenwood also pays homage to the pioneering craftsmanship of 19th century barn builders 
along the Atlantic coast. Its rich surface details include authentic characteristics such as nails, breaks 
and knots, and each piece has been hand selected to embody the captivating combination of both 
traditional and modern textural touches. 

Rivenwood possesses slender cuts and wood grain characteristics that express the unique patina that 
developed through the aging process of wood, down to the morphing of colors within individual grains 
through enduring the elements. Textural diversity and intricate imperfections run throughout this 
panelized profile to emphasize the full history of how this weathered, sawcut wood has found new life 
in the context of contemporary design. 

SHELTER COVE™

AVAILABLE IN THREE COLORWAYS

TAWNY BROWN™ SHORE BREEZE™

Rivenwood is available in three color palettes, including an organic grey with flashes of silver and light 
brown, a rich mature brown with lighter tones peppered throughout, and a fresh and creamy white.

Eldorado Stone is excited to share the newest additions to 
our premium manufactured stone veneer product line.

VISIT US AT ELDORADOSTONE.COM

Reach out for more information about 
our product portfolio, project support, 
and planning resources. 

CONTACT ME
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DIMENSIONS: 4”H x 35.75”L 

Similar to natural stone, variations in color and texture are celebrated characteristics of the product.
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